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Introduction

In thif teminal project record the intention if to make a statement

of those considerationst both technical and aesthetic, which I found

iBq)ortant. In dealing with technical considerations, I am interested

in them not only as they make certain results possible, but as they

serve to stimulate my interest in the nature of the potentialities

of design.
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My first year as a graduate student was spent In painting and

lithography. As the year progressedt I found that lithography was

for me the orare meaningful creative mediun. Considerations I had

first experienced in oil painting were developed in lithography.

Lithographic crayons seemed to be very suitable to the production

of texttures, valueSi and lines. The size of the stone, the hard

surface, and the personal respect for the medium helped me in my

expressive effort. After acheiving a certain sMiasure of success

in black and white lithography, I felt a desire to again deal with

color, though not wishing at this point to en^tloy oil paint. After

investigating the media of colored paper, oil crayons and wax crayons,

I decided to work in wax crayon. The crayons themselves were very

similar in smny ways to the lithographic crayon. Color crayons were

waxy, small, and easy to apply. The strokes which I used were similar

to the strokes used in lithography. The crayon strokes, which were

only intended originally as preliminary studies for oil paintings,

later became crayon paintings. As I snde the crayon studies larger,

a change of attitude toward these paintings came about, I becasw

more concerned with the qualities of the crayons and paper, A new

concern for these same qualities was also evident in the color

lithographs, which I had started making at the san^ time. After

working in both rcdiums for two terms, I felt that each one was

giving me substantial enough awards to warrant a terminal project
•  'ii

development in both iKdia,
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I have employed the word "craostlc" to explain ray use of crayons

as a painting oediura, Craostic paintings are new only in that they

represent a difference in application of pigraent* Heavy deposits

of crayon were used in all areas of intense color. Color areas

were adjusted by scraping the crayon down to the paper and then

repainting thera. This often led to local color changes, rather than

large area reorganizations. Larger paintings were done for the control

of space and color. This new approach brought about areas of color that

were built up by the use of raore than one color. Tonalities dominated

the work. Pastel chalks were applied as under painting to change

the white ground paper to a nnre suitable value. A pastel ground

registered as a hue difference, making in the tonality a subtle

variation. The siddiua itself tended to produce a realistic type of

work, but the concern was for a realization of the nediura. Positive

statenents in color and space dominated the approach throughput all

ray craostic paintings.
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Since a painter is concerned with color» both in his painting

and in his observations of nature, his first concern must be to devise

some kind of theory about it, Ity theory on color is not an ultimate or

cooqplete ejqplaaation of the visual phenomonon but rather a partial

working plan that I used in painting. Color operates in four different

ways. Each color functions singularly or in groups of two or more.

Color Can be described as a particular area of constant hue, value,

and intensity. These qualities of color are broken down in this way:

One, colors may have a spacial interplay that does not necessarily

coincide with their three dimensional position in space; IWo, line

or ieqalied line is always between any value or hue or intensity change;

Three, one color next to others has an influei»e on them; Four, any

color area creates one or more movraents in direction depending upon

hue, value, intensity, size and shape. With this working theory in mind,

I painted a series of studies which incorporated this idea of color

potential. The result was a manipulation of large color areas against

strong value changes. In some eases the strong color was substituted

for textural or linear patterns.
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awing 25" X 45"

Drawings ai^ sketches which were done during my graduate work took

m a special signifiganee. Clarity of form was the doiinating factor

in all of this work. Lines formed patterns of texture or defined shapes,

which moved through value differences. Lines described ppaee relationships

as well as two diaential pattern relationships. In these drawings as with

the previous paintings, a realization of the BM»di«e> was sought.
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Sliiee few ptople had worked in color lithography here, all of m

investigatioai in this median were necessarily technical as i^ll as

creative. It is hard to say nuch abont wy approach witheat brlngli^

in some of the t^hnical aspects as well.

There were nunerous considerations that I investigated in my color

lithographs, (hie of the nore is^ortant ones was the particular ^alities

of the stone. Lithographic stones are very hard and dense in struetare.

I found that different grindings on a stone resulted in differences in

drawing quality. Onc-iwenty, which is a v^y coarse earborundun, tended

to make the drawing rough, tfy attitude toward that particular teicture

was one of heavy bold strokes.of the crayon, which always worked against

bold value statements. This, of course, excluded the particular kind of

• litho crayon used in the work. A very fine grind evoked a new kind of

texture. A grind of One-^ grade is the smoothest surface that X have

used. It tended to give a polished finish to the print. When a color

plate was drawn, areas of texture and tone were us^* A particular space

organization was treated as movement sequences* while dark* light, rough,

smooth, played the role of counter point* This approach tended to give me a

new understanding of visual fornmlity and aliveness*

In designing a color litho the first thing considered was inks.

It was not always possible with the inks available to mix the desired color.

Therefore it was necessary to consider the available supply of inks before

selecting colors for a particular design* Yellow, gray and white were the

three key colors used in 8lim>it all of my lithos* Yellow for Its high



intensity and high valua* gray for a neutral middle value; and white

for changes in value and hue. These three were iapertant for mixtures

of all colors. Color was printed over color to produce a new color, and

color was printed over value to enrich t^ color or value.

An intensification of color relationships has dominated latest

work. This new found freedom of color has changed the over>«ll appetranc#

of my last lithographs. Where previously color was used for its subtle

variations. It was later esg^loyed for the vigor of Its effect. All

colors in my last lithographs are keyed to a new intensity. , ̂ >
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There is available a great wealth of teehnlcal aaterial on lithography,,

Although this is true, I felt a need for writing down some of my own

solutions to the technical difficulties which I have encountered in the

medium. This data is a personal type of information which is inco^lete

in the over-all lithographic technology, but may help those who encounter

similar problons in their work.

I heard a person working in lithography say, "The only thing that I

am positive about in lithography is grinding off the old drawing,"

Grinding stone is a very important step toward good prints, not only from

the technical standpoint, but also from the artistic point of view. The

texture of the ground surface is the only statement in the drawing that

can convey the particular qualities of the lithography. Surface implies

the hardness of the stone, textural quality of the crayon, pressure of each

printing, and the full intensity of medium. All of these things add to and

bring about the creative potential of lithography.

The choice of carboriuDdum grades becomes an iiqf>ortant consideration,

One^twenty is used to grind off the old drawing. This "grind" is scmietimes

a stopping point because it creates a very rough surface, which tends to

suggest a bold rugged statement. The tones are coarse and the litho crayon

or pencil marks can be built up in small mounds. These mounds of crayon

produce large black textures that are hard to contr/ol in small areas. If

the crayon has been put on slowly, a medium gray effect Is quite pleasing.

Technically this is important because filling io is less likely to occur.

The choice of carborumdum varies with the individual lithographer.



One^eighty grade is probably the "work horse" of all grades that I have

used* 6rinding with it as a finisher for eolor plates gave ne the best

results* This grade is fine enough to give rich smooth tones or heavy

textures^ depending upon the grade of crayon or the tonal qualities of

the stroke. Etching is easier, and there is less chance of bleeding or

of over etching,

(hie of the B»st stimulating procedures, I have found, is changing

from One-twenty to Ctee># or TWo^. An F grade is powder carborundum.

If an F grade is used in the usual grinding procedure, the stone's face

will have a polished surface. With a Jui^ from heavy to fine, the rough

surface will be ground smooth on the top edges and still retain shallow

holes of the One-twenty grinding. The prints have a new rich quality of

"smooth-rough" darks and smooth lights with varying degrees of either.

The possibility of the stone filling in is greater but the rich value

range is worth it.

An accurate register is ii^ortant for all color editions. I achieve

this by making a tracing on tracing paper fo the first color plate. Two

crosses were placed on the border of the stone near the center of the

drawing. After tracing drawing and register marks the paper was turned

over and all lines redrawn with soft dark pastel chalk. The tracing was

placed on a clean stone and ran through press under pressure used in printing.

The chalk printed on the stone. With a litho crayon I then re-drew

register marks made by the chalk, then used the rest of the chalk lines

as guides for new color plates, (hie chalk drawing on tracing paper was

uaed about five or six ti^s for registering stone plates. If the chalk



was put OB too thlekly, the litho crayon did not go on snoothly. There

was always the possibility of controlling this kind of texture la the

print. I cut a triangle out of each register mrk after printing the

first color. This enabled ne to laatch the marks on the paper to the

marks on the stone.

These factors were considered when mixing colors. White added to

ink changed the color. Lakeitine and Iblana dryer lighten the value

depending on the quantity added. Each transparent color and opaque

color varied in piptent saturation. Some (^aque colors took large

ai^uats of transparent pigment to change them.

for a color litho 1 used about 28 drops of Browns etch to threes

fourths of an ounce of gum arable solution. The gum solution was

one-half water and one-half gum.

Litho inks are quite raw in hue and intensity when taken directly out

of the cans. To determine the printed appearance of a color I would take

a bit of the ink on my finger and rub it out thinly on a piece of litho

paper. Scraping the ink on with a pallet knife did not give the desired

results. A thin color sample is usually dark in some spots and light

in other spots. Light areas are similar to medium areas of color plate.

Dark areas or heavy pigment are about the same as the heavy or dark areas

on the plate. These two qualities of the saiqple provided me with enough

information for Judgement on the value and hue differesoes. To determine

what will happen lAen one color is printed over another is hard to

anticipate. Host of it is guess work, although a general statement can

be made about it. If a light color is printed over a dark color, the result

y 3^ TW



it a iMBW color with a darker value. Dark over light eaa produce a

richer darker color. The vesult of over printlag i« always a chai^

in intensity and usually a change la value.

When rolling on the color for the first print, I put a lot of ink

on the stone, k downward pressure was used when rolling on the ink.

This forced the ink onto the stone, but also deposited an excess aoount

of ink in dark areas. The tendency was to leave too much ink on the stone

while printing or not coottgh ink on dark areas. The trick of getting a

good color reproduction was to roll on an excess astount of ink, then

roll off the surplus.
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